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Abstract

We comprehensively investigate the robustness of well-known factor models to altered factor-

formation breakpoints. Deviating from the standard 30th and 70th percentile selection, we use
an extensive set of anomaly test portfolios to uncover two main findings: On the one hand,

there is a trade-off between specification versus diversification. More centered breakpoints

tend to result in less (idiosyncratic) risk. More extreme sorts create stronger exposures to the

underlying anomalies and, thus, higher average returns. On the other hand, the models are

robust to different degrees. The Hou–Xue–Zhang [6] model is much more sensitive to changes

in breakpoints than the Fama–French models.

Introduction & Motivation

• Fama and French (1993) [2] pioneered the use of firm characteristics to create empirical
factor models.

• They define a benchmark procedure that breaks the main variable at the 30th and 70th
percentile, whereas the auxiliary variable is split at the median.

• However, this specific choice is neither economically motivated nor the result of an
optimization problem:

The splits are arbitrary, however, and we have not searched over alternatives. The hope is that the

tests here and in Fama and French (1992)[1] are not sensitive to these choices. We see no reason to

argue that they are. — Fama and French (1993, p.9)

Literature

The growing literature that examines the robustness of documented asset pricing phenomena

shows that certain methodological choices can already have a considerable impact. Thereby,

previous studies focus on the effect of...

• the rebalancing frequency (Liew and Vassalou, 2000) [10]
• the mean–variance–optimal combinations of the factor base portfolios (Grinblatt and
Saxena, 2018) [4]

• using whole-sample vs. NYSE–breakpoints with equal- or value-weighting (Hou, Xue, and
Zhang, 2020) [7]

• dependent vs. independent sorting (Lambert, Fays, and Hübner, 2020) [8]

Brief attempts addressing the effect of shifting breakpoints in the factor formation process do

not present a homogeneous picture:

• Fama and French (2015) [3]: find that the standard 2 × 3 double sort, the double 2 × 2, and
the quadruple 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 sorts with median breakpoints ”produce much the same results” (p.
10)

• Li, Novy-Marx, and Velikov (2019) [9]: document that the Pastor and Stambaugh (2003) [12]
liquidity factor is very sensitive to shifts from the authors’ proposed scheme to the

Fama–French benchmark sorting methodology, leading to a substantially diminished

performance.

Research Questions

1. Does deviating from the standard breakpoint choice (30–70) have an influence on the factor

models’ performances?

→ Are the pricing results robust to this choice?

2. Do different models vary in their sensitivity towards changes in construction or exhibit

different levels of robustness?

→ Do some models perform even better for alternative choices?

Methodology

We complement existing studies on the robustness of documented asset pricing phenomena

by systematically analyzing the impact of the quantile-breakpoint selection on the factor and

model performance.

Table 1. Overview of the Standard Factor Construction Procedures

This table provides an overview of the standard construction procedure of each factor considered in this paper (i.e.,

SMB, HML, RMW , CMA, UMD, LIQ, SMBq, ROEq, and IAq). Beside the original author(s) and the dimensions

of the sort, we present the sorting variable(s) and breakpoint choices for both the main and auxiliary variable(s).

Factor Author(s) Sorting Variable Breakpoints Sort

Main Auxiliary Main Auxiliary

SMB Fama and French (1993) size
value/operating

profitability/investment
50–50 30–70 double

HML Fama and French (1993) value size 30–70 50–50 double

RMW Fama and French (2015)
operating

profitability
size 30–70 50–50 double

CMA Fama and French (2015) investment size 30–70 50–50 double

UMD
Carhart (1997)/

Fama and French (2010a)

prior 12-months

returns

none/

size
30–70

none/

50–50

single/

double

SMBq Hou, Xue, and Zhang (2015) size
return on equity/

investment
50–50

30–70/

30–70
triple

ROEq Hou, Xue, and Zhang (2015)
return on

equity

size/

investment
30–70

50–50/

30–70
triple

IAq Hou, Xue, and Zhang (2015) investment
size/

return on equity
30–70

50–50/

30–70
triple

LIQ Pástor and Stambaugh (2003) liquidity
none/

size
10–90

none/

50–50

single/

double

Data and Variables

Factor Models

FF3: Rit = αi + βiMktRFt + siSMBt + hiHMLt + εit

C4: Rit = αi + βiMktRFt + siSMBt + hiHMLt + uiUMDt + εit

PS4: Rit = αi + βiMktRFt + siSMBt + hiHMLt + liLIQt + εit

CPS5: Rit = αi + βiMktRFt + siSMBt + hiHMLt + liLIQt + uiUMDt + εit

FF5: Rit = αi + βiMktRFt + siSMBt + hiHMLt + riRMWt + ciCMAt + εit

FF6: Rit = αi + βiMktRFt + siSMBt + hiHMLt + riRMWt + ciCMAt + uiUMDt + εit

HXZ4: Rit = αi + βiMktRFt + siSMBt + riROEt + ciIAt + εit

Data Sources

The selected sample period is January 1973 to September 2018 to ensure continuous data availability of all con-

structed factors. → Increasing the number of portfolios, which the stocks are (unevenly) assigned to, increases the

likelihood of empty portfolios. This is especially acute during times when the total number of stocks is small or for

breakpoint choices that are shifted towards the edges of the distribution.

• CRSP (daily and monthly)

• Compustat (quarterly and annual)

• Hou-Xue-Zhang q-factors Data Library

• Ken French Data Library

LHS Portfolios

We use 185 anomaly variables among 6 categories: momentum (40), value-versus-growth (32), investment (29),

profitability (44), intangibles (30), and trading frictions (10) taken from Hou-Xue-Zhang q-factors Data Library

• Main analysis: single sorted decile portfolios are formed into long–short portfolios

→ one portfolio for each anomaly

• Robustness analysis: independent double (3 × 5) sorts, where the anomaly interacts with size
→ 15 portfolios for each anomaly

Asset Pricing Metrics

• A|α|: Mean absolute α
• #H−L: Number of significant long–short portfolios (for long–short LHS portfolios)

• #GRS: Number of rejected GRS-tests for each set of LHS portfolios (for a set of LHS portfolios)

• Aα2
i

Ar̄2
i
: Fraction of total dispersion that is due to α-dispersion (for a set of LHS portfolios)

• As2(αi)
Aα2

i
: Fraction of α-dispersion that is due to noise (for a set of LHS portfolios)

• AR2: Mean adjusted R2

Main Analysis

At the factor level, we find an overall pattern in favour of breakpoints shifted towards the outside

margin on the factor level in several analyses. However, we could not confirm this on the model

(or tangency portfolio) level regarding maximum model Sharpe ratios. → see full paper

For insights into the performances of differently specified models, we further examine their
performance in standard asset pricing tests:

Table 2. Summary Tests of Asset Pricing Models for 185 Sets of Anomaly Long–Short Portfolios at 0.27%

Significance Level

We compare the asset pricing performance for all breakpoint specifications of each factor model considered in this

study (i.e., FF3, C4, PS4, CPS5, FF5, FF6, and HXZ4). The anomalies considered as LHS long–short regression

portfolios are the momentum (Mom), value-versus-growth (V−G), investment (Inv), profitability (Prof), intangibles

(Intan), frictions (Fric) categories, as well as all anomalies from all categories combined (All). The anomaly returns are

all downloaded from the Hou–Xue–Zhang q-factors Data Library website. The numbers in parentheses are the

numbers of long–short anomaly portfolios (one for each anomaly) in each category. A|αH−L| is the average
magnitude of the high-minus-low alphas. Following the recommendations of Harvey et al. (2016) [5], we only count

the number of high-minus-low alphas (#H−L) with t-statistic ≥ |3| corresponding to a significance at the 0.27% level.

A darker shade of green indicates a relatively better performing specification w.r.t. the asset pricing metric for each

model within each category. Standard errors are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation following

Newey and West (1994) [11] by using an automatic lag selection. All returns are annualized and in percentage

points. The sample period ranges from January 1973 to September 2018 (549 months).

Results

• More successful models in explaining average returns (i.e., FF5, FF6, and HXZ4) work best in
the moderate breakpoint area centered around 30–70. These models perform worst for

10–90 sorts, followed by median splits.

• Models including the UMD factor (i.e., C4 and CPS5) perform best for 10–90 breakpoint
choices and gradually deteriorate for other specifications.

• The LIQ factor only adds little explanatory power to the models.
• At the 0.27% significance level, we receive clear performance patterns for different model
specifications (contradicting patterns in performance metrics for more simplistic models (i.e.,

FF3 and PS4) at lower significance threshold such as 5% or 10% → see full paper).

• The FF5 and FF6 model appear to be more robust than the HXZ4 model: breakpoints can
moderately be shifted in either direction (20–80 or 40–60) without suffering noticeable

detriment in model performance.

• The HXZ4 model, however, reacts more heavily to deviations in breakpoints.

Robustness Analyses

We repeat our main analysis further incorporating alternative...

• significance levels: We consider a set of different significance hurdles in our analyses. On

the one hand, we consider the recommendations of Harvey, Liu, and Zhu (2016) [5] by

implementing a much higher than standard 5% hurdle, where the |t-statistic| ≥ 3,
corresponding to a significance at the 0.27% level. On the other hand, we check our results

at the 10% significance level. We overall find the same patterns in the regression output,

however, the higher the significance hurdle, the clearer the performance patterns for

different model specifications. This holds especially true for more simplistic models (e.g.,

FF3, PS4).

• data sorts: For our main analysis, we intentionally use long–short LHS portfolios: Since they

exhibit the largest possible spread in the anomaly, they are the most difficult to price (and

thus the most challenging for the factor models). Being easier to price, double sorted sets of

LHS portfolios generate results that are noticeably more homogeneous for all models across

all anomaly categories. Our findings are supported by running the analysis with different

sets of LHS portfolios.

• asset pricing metrics: For our robustness analysis, we incorporate #GRS,
Aα2

i
Ar̄2

i
, and

As2(αi)
Aα2

i
.

Overall, all asset pricing metrics support the same performance pattern.

• sets of LHS data: We further verify our results by repeating the analyses using 15

long–short and 14 double 5 × 5 sorts provided by Ken French’s Data Library.

Findings

We contribute to the empirical asset pricing literature by conducting a comprehensive robust-

ness analysis on the impact of breakpoint changes in factor construction. We obtain two major

results.

1. The choice of more centered breakpoints tends to result in less (idiosyncratic) risk at the cost

of lower expected returns. Consequently, we observe a trade-off between specification

versus diversification. More extreme sorts exhibit larger exposures to the anomalies at the

price of a lack of diversification, whereas factor models constructed using an intermediate

breakpoint choice such as 30–70 tend to profit from less idiosyncratic noise while the

exposures to the anomalies are smaller.

2. The models exhibit different levels of robustness: Due to its construction where all stocks

are potentially unevenly split into 18 formation portfolios, the HXZ4 model reacts more

heavily to breakpoint changes.

Conversely, the majority of Fama–French based models turn out to be fairly robust for slight

shifts in breakpoints (typically around the range median or 40–60 to 20–80).

Guidelines

Taking all our observations into consideration, we generally advocate for choosingmore centered

breakpoints (i.e., 30th and 70th percentile and 20th and 80th percentile) in order to achieve best
model performances. However, we find deviations from that general rule and identify three

potential guidelines:

1. Dimension of the sort: a higher dimension sort allocates the total number of stocks into a

greater number of portfolios. Thus, it is more intensely prone to idiosyncratic noise when

breakpoints are shifted towards the edges of the distribution. For these types of models

more centered breakpoints are more appropriate.

2. Data quality: If the cross-section fails to be sufficiently large at each point in time, same

applies as above and more centered breakpoints are advisable.

3. Complexity of the model: more complex models tend to capture anomaly return patterns

more successfully than more parsimonious models. Here, a higher anomaly exposure in

factor construction does not add as much explanatory power to the model and thus, does

not outweight the performance diminishing effects of the added noise. Hence, more

complex the models tend to work best for a more centered breakpoint choice.
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